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***FILENAME***0002.bbtA Mad Dog's Attack on Secularized Hebrew:
Rethinking Agnon's Temol shilshom

T O D D  H A S A K - L O W Y

I know that it would be convenient for the

readers and even the good critics were Balak

separate and Yits¶ak separate, but I am happy to

see them together.

Ð S. Y. Agnon¹

Fraught with danger is the Hebrew language!

Ð Gershom Scholem²

F or good reason, most critics who have approached Temol shilshom (Only

yesterday), S. Y. Agnon's well-known novel about the Second Aliyah

(1904±14), have addressed the ®gure of the dog Balak. Balak enters the

narrative almost halfway through the six-hundred-page novel as a stray dog that

happens upon the protagonist, Yits¶ak Kummer, an immigrant to Palestine who

works as a housepainter and who, after some time in Ja²a, now lives in the old

Yishuv in Jerusalem. In an act of pure caprice, Yits¶ak paints the words kelev

meshugga¦ (``mad dog'')³ on the body of the dog.⁴ The residents of numerous Jewish

neighborhoods, believing the message on Balak's body, drive him out of their

communities. Repeatedly expelled, the once normal stray dog goes mad by the end
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of the novel. In this state, he and Yits¶ak again cross paths, and Balak bites Yits¶ak,

who develops rabies and dies as the novel comes to a close.

Balak's central role in the narrative's development and ®nal resolution under-

scores the need to account for the meaning of Balak's unlikely presence in the novel.

Yet Balak disrupts much more than the novel's plot. The sections of Temol shilshom

devoted to Balak operate in a multifaceted modernist mode, in stark contrast to the

panoramic realism of the novel's ®rst three hundred pages. As such, Balak changes

not only the direction of the narrative but the very mode of its telling. The idea of a

second plot based on the dog Balak came to Agnon early in his e²orts to write the

novel.⁵ Despite the fact that Agnon worked on the construction of his twin plots for

more than a decade, the integration of the two strands of the narrative would prove

quite di³cult and, according to many critics, unrealized. Agnon spent nearly ®fteen

years writing Temol shilshom (1931±45),⁶ and even wrote two of his other major

novels (Sippur pashut [A simple story] and Orea¶ natah lalun [A guest for a night])

during this period. The ®nished product, while one of Agnon's most celebrated

works (and a landmark in modern Hebrew literature in general), remains a highly

uneven text. In particular, Agnon's e²ort to wed the two halves of the novel was

never fully realized. According to Dan Miron, the ®nal result of this e²ort to

combine the two suggests a welding together of two still-distinct parts more than a

seamless melding into a single unity.⁷

From many angles, most every aspect of the Balak plotÐindeed, the very

existence of the Balak plotÐseems at ®rst glance unexpected and puzzling.⁸ Why

does Balak appear in the ®rst place? Why does Yits¶ak write on Balak? Why does

Yits¶ak write what he writes? Why does this writing become so central to the

outcome of the novel? Why does such a seemingly ridiculous plot twist end so

tragically? Why did Agnon remain determined to include Balak if his inclusion

presented such di³culties to the composition of the novel? In light of questions

such as these, it is no surprise that there has been a steady ¯ow of criticism and

interpretation concerning the Balak plot, from Kurzweil's original 1946 essay up

through one of ®ve chapters in Boaz Arpali's 1998 large-scale work on Agnon's

novel, Rav roman.⁹ In short, this section of the novel seems to call out for the

intervention of an able reader who can decipher Balak and who can in the most

simple, if not reductive, sense tell us what Balak ``means.''¹⁰
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The most convincing readings of Balak are those that, rather than attempt to

reduce Balak to a one-dimensional ®gure, address his multiple symbolic meanings.

Separately and to di²erent ends, Boaz Arpali, Meshulam Tochner, Arnold Band,

and Amos Oz have all persuasively interpreted Balak as representing a combination

of Yits¶ak's sexual development, naÈõvetÂe, self-delusion, and larger psyche. This

general approach is easily expanded by understanding Yits¶ak as a complex (albeit

largely childish, passive, and ultimately tragic) character and as a synecdochal ®gure

of his generation.¹¹ Arpali, after using ``return of the repressed'' and ``alter ego'' to

describe Balak's relation to Yits¶ak, writes:

[A]ll the impulses and feelings and thoughts that motivate Yits¶ak

Kummer, without his knowing (or wanting to know) about them, all

the things that he ¯ees from and eludes, all the words that he throws

from his mouth without being responsible for their content or their

e²ect . . . join together in the ®gure of the dog as a single symbolic

``package.'' All of these are the link between Yits¶ak Kummer, who

escapes from the truth, and the dog Balak, who hunts it down.¹²

Likewise, Tochner states his thesis: ``[Yits¶ak] Kummer and Balak are as much two

as they are one. Kummer is the unconscious basis, the emotional and atavistic basis,

and Balak is the arrival of this consciousness.''¹³ BandÐwho also uses the term

``alter ego''Ðnotes that ``when Yits¶ak meets Balak in the second, fatal encounter,

he is, in a sense, meeting himself.''¹⁴ Though Oz devotes most of his attention to

interpreting Balak and the numerous other dogs in the novel as a stand-in for

woman and Eros (including a suggestive reading of the painting of Balak as an act of

intercourse), he also notes:

The dogs in Temol shilshom carry on their backs not a single allegorical

meaning but a multiple symbolic load: They parallel Yits¶ak himself,

they represent the female sex, they embody erotic instincts, and they are

the salvationless sacri®ce of a mysterious power which is partly moralis-

tic, partly sadistic.¹⁵
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As stated, these readings are compelling in that they allow each author to delineate

the general import of Balak's presence in the novel without reducing him to a single,

easily manageable meaning.

Despite my general agreement with these readings of the ®gure of Balak as

brie¯y summarized here, all four critics ignore or fail to address the crucial role of

language in the Balak plot. Yet Yits¶ak's short initial meeting with Balak centers on

the act of writing, while virtually everything that happens to Balak, and later to

Yits¶ak, after their encounter is a result of the message that Balak carries on his

back. Balak is the main agent of the novel's narrative development, and the text

``mad dog'' sets him in motion. We must ask not only what the relationship is

between Balak and Yits¶ak but also why language occupies a central role in this

relationship and, by extension, throughout the novel. The only two scholars who

have given any extended attention to the question of language in Temol shilshom are

Aaron Bar-Adon and Anne Golomb Ho²man, both of whom I refer to extensively

in what follows.¹⁶ In particular, my argument relies a great deal on and intersects in

many places with Ho²man's larger project on Agnon, Between Exile and Return:

S. Y. Agnon and the Drama of Writing. Indeed, her earlier research cleared space for

my own research, though, as I show below, our readings of the Temol shilshom

ultimately are quite distinct.¹⁷

I contend that Agnon's thematization of language resonates with the novel's

larger critique of the Zionist ideology of the Second Aliyah. Temol shilshom

illustrates the myriad ways in which the intended newness of the Zionist project was

continually haunted by what it sought to reject, in an extended treatment of the

return of the repressed. This mechanism, arguably the central feature in Freud's

theory of the relationship between the conscious and the unconscious, describes the

perpetual urge of what has been repressed to resurface.¹⁸ Though initially a

mechanism used to explain the individual mind, Freud himself, in his later work,

would ®nd it equally illuminating on the collective level.¹⁹ This model has proven

quite useful for interpreting literature as well. Since Zionism understood itself as a

radical break from and rejection of Jewish life in the Diaspora, the notion of

repression easily suggests itself as one way to view Zionism's intended relationship

to the Jewish past. As Michel de Certeau has written, psychoanalytic conceptions of

memory, in contrast to historiography, ``recognize the past in the present; histo-
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riography places them one beside the other.''²⁰ In other words, a psychoanalytic

perspective denies the very possibility of the sort of clean and complete separation

from the past that Zionism assumed for itself.

In Temol shilshom, Agnon calls on the mechanism of the return of the repressed

over and over to ironically represent the failure of Zionist ideology to realize itself in

the new Yishuv. The realist plot satirizes the emerging Zionist society in Palestine,

where religious impulses, unproductiveness, and a longing for the Diaspora still

reign. Take, for example, the scene where Agnon describes the collective's Shabbat

preparations and celebrations:

Everyone who was in the sea was plucked from the waves and got up

and dried o² and got dressed, each and every one his beard shaved and

his mustache groomed, for before they went to the sea they dropped by

the barber's. They put on clean clothes for Shabbat, cloth pants with a

white or gray or blue shirt. They tied their shirts, one with a braided

belt and the other with a leather belt. They put shoes on their feet, not

of camel skin and not torn, but light shoes, as if strolling. Upon their

heads they put, one a straw hat and the other a cap. At the same time

the Shabbat candles were lit in the skies above, and their light was

visible from the sea. Members of the group community recalled one

mother's Shabbat candles, and the other father's table. Verses of litur-

gical hymns were plucked from their hearts, and intense longing

surrounded the melody and made it a di²erent melody, like those waves

of the sea, which were the same ones as before, only heavier, ®ercer, and

more melancholy now.²¹

Here Agnon o²ers an extended description (I presented less than half of it) of

citywide preparations for Shabbat among the Jews of Ja²a. The narrator presents

preparatory activities in the context of Shabbat while actually describing behavior

that runs counter to traditional Shabbat preparations: swimming in the sea, shaving,

and visiting the barber. As the passage continues, the nature of the irony shifts from

playful to sober. The key sentence announcing this transition ®guratively locates the

lighting of the Shabbat candles in the appearance of the evening stars. Agnon
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maintains the lighter irony of the opening by encouraging the reader to notice that

no one in the group lights the ``candles''; rather, they are passively lit in the sky. By

mentioning the stars' re¯ection in the sea, the narrator directs the reader back to the

passage's opening, inviting us once more to conclude that traditional Shabbat ritual

has been neglected, as the Jews bathed in the sea rather than the ritual bath or

mikveh. As the passage continues, we see that the lighting of the candlesÐ

independent of, if not in spite of, the collective's refusal of traditionÐsigni®es a

return of this repressed tradition. Intertwined memories of abandoned home,

family, and tradition powerfully revisit the immigrant community, causing a

collective yearning and sadness. The irony no longer mockingly notes the gap

between tradition and tradition forsaken. Rather, here the narrator illustrates the

impossibility of simply renouncing or repressing tradition and presents the su²ering

inherent in this failure.²²

The Balak plot employs the same mechanism but focuses on two deeper, more

elusive, levels: psychology and language. As I discussed above, most previous

readings of BalakÐwith the exception of Ho²man'sÐhave focused on the former;

in what follows, I will discuss the question of language. Agnon's thematization of

language in Temol shilshom through the Balak plot addresses the project of

secularizing Hebrew through the enactment of a macabre return of a repressed

sacred Hebrew. This part of the novel is composed of two intertwined strands: the

narrative repeatedly invokes excommunications as an example of sacred Hebrew at

work in Jewish ritual; and various features of the Balak episode echo the Creation

story and the golem legend, in which the magical, mystical powers of Hebrew are

potently and even dangerously employed to create, name, and give life to a new

creature. In both cases, Agnon seems to ask what may be lost by secularizing

Hebrew and what is at risk in treating a sacred, mystical language as a mundane

vernacular. My reading of Temol shilshom does not suggest itself as a replacement for

many earlier interpretations of the novel; rather, I suggest viewing Agnon's complex

treatment of Hebrew as yet one more thread in the novel's intricate network of inner

contradictions. But unlike many earlier treatments of this novel, my reading

attempts to explain why such intricacy and inner contradictions are an essential,

illuminating feature of this truly monumental work.
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` ` M A D  D O G ' '  A S  R E F E R E N T  A N D  S I G N I F I E R

The trajectory of the Balak plot traces the gradual, steady con¯ation of referent and

signi®er, in which the dog (referent) upon whom it is written ``mad dog'' (signi®er)

eventually becomes mad. Because this con¯ation is due to the words written on

Balak, these wordsÐkelev meshugga¦Ðcan also be viewed, to use a term from John

Searle's speech-act theory, as a declaration.²³ A declaration is the most powerful

type of speech act, since ``the successful performance of one of its members brings

about the correspondence between the prepositional content [i.e., words] and

reality.''²⁴ Here we ®nd a rare bidirectional ®t between words and world: the words

not only match the state of the worldÐas is typically the case in any standard

utterance, or, as Searle calls it, a representative²⁵Ðindeed, they make it so. As such,

``Declarations bring about some alternation in the status or condition of the

referred-to object or objects solely in virtue of the fact that the declaration has been

successfully performed.''²⁶ However, unlike typical examples in which, for instance,

the batter is out the moment that the umpire says, ̀ `You're out!'' Balak only gradually

becomes mad. As Agnon traces out Balak's decent into madness, he regularly

thematizes the con¯ation between signi®er and referent inherent in Searle's

category of the declaration.²⁷

The con¯ation of signi®er and referent ®rst occurs immediately following

Yits¶ak's writing on Balak. Balak, a ``writing cut loose,'' as Ho²man puts it,²⁸ enters

the ultrareligious Me'ah She'arim quarter unaware that because of the writing on his

body, he will be viewed as both signi®er and referent. The Jews of the community,

able to read and decode Hebrew, make the connection between the two and ¯ee in

panic, immediately concluding that the signi®er written upon the potential referent

®ts. In other words, they believe that the dog upon which it is written ``mad dog''

must indeed be a mad dog, though this is not (yet) the case. The con¯ation of

signi®er and referent is developed at length not long after this scene and suggestively

is communicated, however ironically, by Balak himself through an internal

monologue:

He stretched his head toward his back, as he typically did due to ¯eas.

He saw some sort of signs [simanim]. He made up his mind that these
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same signs were the handiwork of the owner of that tool. And because

his mind was at ease he did not scream and did not make any noise, but

instead prolonged this mood and said, all things bad are good. If I had

not been driven away from the ritual bath, I would have already bathed

and all these signs would have been erased, now that I was driven away

from the ritual bath and did not bathe I am likely to know the truth

[ha¥emet]. At this same time, none of his su²ering mattered to him

compared to his desire for the truth. And again he turned his head back

to see what these signs were and what this truth was. But all his e²orts

were for naught, since he did not know how to read. He was amazed

and astonished, come and see everyone who sees me knows the truth

that is in me, and me the owner of the truth itself I do not know what

it is. He screamed a great and long scream, woof woof woof, this truth

what is it?²⁹

In this passage, the word ``truth'' appears a half-dozen times, but as the passage

progresses, the meaning or sense of ``truth'' changes, as does its relation to the words

written on Balak. As the passage begins, Balak notices the writing on his body for

the ®rst time and is relieved that it has not been erased. ``Truth'' ®rst appears at the

end of this most super®cial, visual consideration of the writing on his body, and I

suggest that here ``truth'' refers only to the dog's interest in knowing what is written

on him at all. To know the truth here is only to become familiar with the signi®ers;

the relationship between them and their referents is not yet a consideration. But in

the middle of the passage, when Balak looks back at himself a second time, the

``signs'' and ``truth'' are mentioned separately and are no longer one and the same.

``Truth'' now includes not only the signi®ers but the referents as well; Balak senses

that these ``signs'' mean something, that there is a relationship between signi®er and

referent. More important, Balak has now assigned truth value to these signi®ers;

they refer to something that is real and true, that thus exists independent of the

signi®ers themselves, or perhaps because of the signi®ers themselves. Finally, all

mention of the ̀ `signs'' disappears, and Balak comes to understand what is written on

him as ``the truth.''
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Over the course of this passage, Balak's e²orts to understand the writing on his

skin progress from mechanical decoding to signifying to assigning truth value to the

``signs.'' According to Balak, there is, simply put, truth on his body, though he does

not know exactly what this truth is. This scene, like so many others in the novel, is

replete with irony, and in this particular passage this complex irony is vital to an

understanding of the potential dissolution of the distinction between signi®er and

referent, between language and the outside world that it describes and names. The

general comic feel of the scene is a continuation of the absurdity of recent scenes: the

image of a dog with writing on his skin, which is now compounded by the presence

of the dog's internal monologue. And it is the contents of this internal monologue

that create the strongest, most important ironic e²ect, stemming from the three-

way combination of Balak's inability to read this writing, his interpretive e²ort, and

the reader's ability to read what Balak cannot, which in turn quali®es Balak's reading

in important ways. Were Balak able to read, he would know that the words on his

skin were untrue and that the readings performed by many of the Jews of Jerusalem

were in fact misreadings. But because Balak is illiterate and because he naively

thinks that the readings of his skin performed in Me'ah She'arim must be accurate,

Balak concludesÐincorrectly, at this stage of the narrativeÐthat the ``signs'' (or,

more precisely, the signi®ers) on his skin must represent some truth. By deciding

that these signi®ers have truth value, Balak ironically (since the reader knows this

while Balak does not) understands himself as both signi®er and referent. Moreover,

unknowingly understanding himself in this way means, by default, agreeing with the

assertion that he is a mad dog.

This slippage is paralleled in the actual language of Balak's monologue, in one

of the most seemingly innocent moments in the entire passage: the ``in me'' (bi) in

the phrase: ``everyone who sees me knows the truth that is in me, and me the owner

of the truth itself I do not know what it is.'' Here Balak understands this truth to be

literally transparent; those who view him see not only the truth of the external,

written signi®ers, but see into Balak to make the connection between these signi®ers

and their referent. The truth is both external and internal, linguistic and bodily.

Once again, without knowing it, Balak points toward the breakdown of the

distinction between signi®er and referent, between what is on him and what is in

him, between what is written on his skin and the rest of his physical self.
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Furthermore, Balak's e²ort to describe the precise source and nature of this truth

reveals it as elusive and, quite possibly, arbitrary. The truth is ̀ `in'' him, yet unknown

to him; he is the ̀ `owner'' of this truth but fails to acquire its particular meaning. Still

in the earliest stages of the Balak plot, Balak's con¯ation of signi®er and referent

creates an ironic e²ect, as he naively believes everything he reads (or wants to read).

As it turns out, Balak's misreading comes to represent the relationship between

signi®er and referent by the end of the novel.

As the narrative continues, Balak gradually bends to ®t the ``truth'' written on

his body: his desperation to know the truth and his su²ering at the hands of the Jews

of Jerusalem slowly drive him mad. This mad state will, of course, mark Balak's

complete, objective transformation into a self-contained signi®er/referent pair that

culminates when Balak attacks Yits¶ak. Evidence of a move in this direction

mounts considerably near the end of a public sermon delivered by Rav Gronem, a

local religious leader, whose scathing, nearly apocalyptic sermons over¯ow with

accusations of sin and transgression leveled against the Jewish community as a

whole. As Gronem's own virulent speech reaches its peak, he invokes an analogy

between the present generation in Jerusalem and a stray dog. He goes on to specify

that he does not mean just any stray dog, but that same stray dog upon which it is

written ``mad dog.'' Already we encounter a tension between the ®gurative and

literal, as the tenor of Gronem's metaphor, the stray dog, which seemed entirely

rhetorical, is suddenly literalized. But his metaphor is not only literalized; his very

languageÐin particular, the signi®ers ``mad dog''Ðseems to summon Balak, the

referent (Ho²man calls it ``the sudden materialization of the text''),³⁰ as the dog

then enters the scene, seemingly upon Gronem's cue:

Rav Gronem closed his eyes and began to beat in the air and scream,

the mad dog, the mad dog. His eyes obtained a strength of their own

and were powerfully opened, and stood as two swathed wounds, and

gazed in alarm upon the dog. And still Rav Gronem was doubtful

about the dog, is he a dog or is he a fantasy. The dog raised himself and

showed him his skin, as if to say, if you Rebbi Gronem are doubtful

read what is written here. Rav Gronem placed his hands on his eyes

and screamed a mighty scream. The mad dog the mad dog.³¹
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Balak's appearance following Gronem's invocation of ``mad dog'' is remarkable for

two reasons. First, it clearly encourages the reader to consider once again, ironically

or not, Balak as both signi®er and referent. Second, as Gronem verbally summons

Balak, he appears to perform a declaration, since his words have the power to

materialize what they reference. The narrator's interpretation of Balak's gesture

toward Rabbi Gronem further underscores the primacy of the signi®er, as Balak

instructs Gronem to read the writing on his body if he doubts that Balak is the mad

dog. Balak, both signi®er and referent, proves his status as the mad dog not through

any physical demonstration of his madness but by reference to the writing. In this

sceneÐand I suggest that this is the general trajectory of the novelÐlanguage, not

the reality that it represents or refers to, is often most real.

This primacy of language over its referents is suggested, above all, by Balak's

®nal and complete transformation into a mad dog, as he bends to the creative

powers of the declaration that Yits¶ak writes on his skin. This transformation is

evident in Balak's physical symptoms during the moments before he delivers his

fatal bite: ``His mouth ®lled with foam and his teeth began shaking,''³² ``His mouth

began to tremble and his teeth chattered,''³³ and in the act of biting itself: ̀ `His teeth

stood upright and his whole body swelled. Yits¶ak had only started walking before

the dog jumped upon him and stuck his teeth in him and bit him.''³⁴ The Balak plot

and the resolution of the narrative as a whole, then, involve not only a dissolution of

the border separating signi®er and referent but a dissolution marked by the signi®er

overwhelming the referent. As the signi®er overwhelms its referent, the reader also

encounters a declaration at work. Yits¶ak's writing on Balak initially seems to be a

most powerless and meaningless act, yet his words come to create a condition that

did not exist prior to his writing.

Finally, after Yits¶ak has been bitten by Balak and has fallen ill, we witness an

instance of, if not exactly a con¯ation of, an unusual interdependence between

signi®er and referent. Reb Alter, the mohel who performed Yits¶ak's circumcision,

learns of Yits¶ak's condition and, upon consulting his pinkas (the communal record

that he maintains, which lists all those he has circumcised), discovers a blurring of

the letters of Yits¶ak's name. The initial inscription of Yits¶ak into Reb Alter's

pinkas is not for mere administrative purposes; rather, this writing is an example of a

Searlean declaration that, along with the actual circumcision itself, brings Yits¶ak
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into the Jewish community.³⁵ Subsequently, the blurring of these particular letters,

the reversal of this declaration, foreshadows an erasure of sorts of the actual Yits¶ak.

Note here how the interdependence of word and thing has taken on an excessive,

almost out-of-control quality. The blurring of the letters portends not merely

Yits¶ak's exile from the community, but his actual death as well.

Overall, the Balak plot narrates a con¯ation of signi®er and referent, which

encourages us to view Yits¶ak's message as a declaration. This section of the

narrative travels directly through modernist territory through its focus on language.

Such territory has been called ``novelistic introversion''³⁶ or ``metalingual scepsis''³⁷

and includes a larger cluster of gestures that thematize the novel's formal conven-

tions. Such gesturesÐwhich often focus on questions of perspective, interpretation,

and chronologyÐcomplicate the possibility of representing external reality in

language. Agnon's experiment in this arena touches on an incredibly fundamental

set of ``formal'' concepts: signi®cation, reference, and the power of language.

Agnon's metalingual plot re¯ects and relies on more than just a modernist

sensibility. Agnon couches his thematization of languageÐor, more precisely,

HebrewÐwithin the religious communities of the old Yishuv of Jerusalem, where a

pre-secularizedÐthat is, sacredÐview of Hebrew still reigns. Crucial details of the

Balak plot permit us to view Yits¶ak's declarationÐand the con¯ation of signi®er

and referent that it causesÐas mirroring speci®c Hebrew declarations already

embedded in either the ritualized, codi®ed function of the language or mystical

conceptions of it. With regard to the former function, Agnon ®rst inserts multiple

allusions to the practice of excommunication throughout the Balak sections.³⁸ By

encouraging the reader to consider Balak as a strange version of an excommunica-

tion (niddui or ha¶ramah), Agnon provides a realistic motivation or mechanism

explaining the religious community's hostile treatment of Balak. Additionally,

numerous historical details of the excommunication episodes alluded to in this

section of the novel involve the war over Hebrew, an intense, bitter struggle taking

place around the time in which the novel is set.³⁹

Remarkably, while pointing toward excommunications as a possible frame-

work for the reception of Yits¶ak's text, Agnon simultaneously alludes to a di²erent

strain of pre-secularized Hebrew. Here, through the original Creation story and the

model of the golem legend, Agnon suggests the power of a mystical, even magical,
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Hebrew as the force determining the fate of both Balak and Yits¶ak. I don't believe

that it is possible to conclude that just one of these aspects of pre-secularized

Hebrew is the sole, true blueprint informing Agnon's construction of the Balak plot.

Rather, the unresolved tension between these varied strands of sacred Hebrew

serves to intensify the larger tension between secularized Hebrew and sacred

Hebrew. I contend that a central axis of the Balak plot is the question of the fate of

Hebrew: howÐif at all, and at what priceÐits sacred and even mystical character

can be repressed by the project of secularization, and what may happen upon the

return or resurfacing of this repression. These issues have received virtually no

attention in the writing on Temol shilshom⁴⁰ and are not only instructive in and of

themselves, but can be used to illuminate features of the Balak plot largely ignored

by earlier scholarship on this important novel.

E X C O M M U N I C A T I O N S ,  C R E A T I O N ,  A N D  T H E  G O L E M :

T H E  R E T U R N  O F  S A C R E D  H E B R E W

Agnon situates a return to this earlier view of Hebrew in a community where a

sacred, pre-secularized view of Hebrew still reigns. In fact, Agnon seems to rely on

the ritualized applications of Hebrew among the ultrareligious of Jerusalem as an

important cog in the machine that propels the Jews of Jerusalem to expel Balak from

their neighborhoods. Immediately after describing Yits¶ak's apparently nonsensical

act of writing, the narrator inserts an aside, introducing previous meetings between

dog and writing, in which language is anything but playful:

When our Rabbis in the Land of Israel would excommunicate a person,

they would tie notes to the tails of black dogs, writing on them,

So-and-So, son of So-and-So is excommunicated, and they would send

them throughout the city to warn the people to stay away from him.

But to write on the skin of a dog no man had ever done. But there is

nothing new under the sun, everything man does and will do has

already been done before him and before that. And Jerusalem still

recalls that once they excommunicated a wise man who wanted to cor-

rect the Yishuv against the will of the Keepers of the Walls, and they
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brought a pack of dogs and wrote on their skin, Heretic Banned and

Excommunicated.⁴¹

With this information, Agnon intimates that Yits¶ak may have unknowingly

performedÐaccording to Searle⁴²Ða classic example of a declaration (in this case,

an excommunication), one that relies on the extra-linguistic institution of codi®ed

Jewish practice. This ritualized use of Hebrew literally casts someone out of the

Jewish community. Through this allusion, Agnon places a tension on Yits¶ak's

seemingly meaningless and impotent act of arbitrarily writing in a profane Hebrew,

as it is echoed by a ritualized use of sacred Hebrew in the performance of a

declaration.

Two other references to the practice of excommunication in this portion of the

narrative highlight its relevance to the story of Balak as a whole. The ®rst is the

fateful nocturnal meeting between the dog and Reb Fayesh, a religious zealot and, as

it will turn out, Yits¶ak's future father-in-law. Here excommunications enter the

scene through the excommunication notices that Fayesh is posting when the dog

stumbles upon him. As Fayesh collapses in the face of Balak's barking, the reader's

attention is drawn to the excommunication posters, which are described as joining

Balak against Fayesh. They take on agencyÐboth the posters and the words

printed upon themÐparticipating in Fayesh's sudden undoing, while Agnon

exaggerates as he ¯aunts the ability of such notices to do something: ``[The posters]

immediately began rolling and striking him in the face. And each and every poster

cackles with those words Reb Fayesh wrote on it. . . . He screamed a great scream

and ran. The posters ran after him.''⁴³

The second reference to excommunications immediately follows a passage

concerning the public debate over the meaning of Balak. The narrator drifts from a

discussion of the debate over Balak to the struggle over Hebrew, also raging at this

time:

Since the Hebrew war was aroused again, the Rabbis of Jerusalem went

o² on a war for Torah, until all the walls were ®lled with excom-

munications . . . to impose a strict and complete ban on all schools in

all the cities of the Holy Land that took for themselves as the substance
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of their religion the Hebrew language and the Holy Tongue, and they

profane everything holy.⁴⁴

Overall, the repeated proximity of Balak to the practice of excommunication

requires the reader to consider Balak as a strange embodiment of this sort of

declaration. If we view the text on Balak as a new permutation of the excommunica-

tion, one excommunicating the dog himself, the opening trajectory of his plot no

longer appears quite so improbable. Rather, what happens to Balak is, in a general

sense, ``realistic,'' as the Jews repeatedly cast him out of their community.

Each instance of excommunication draws the reader's attention to the power of

sacred Hebrew in a ritualized context. But the three excommunication anecdotes

contribute in a second way to Agnon's thematization of Hebrew, as each of them

refers to an excommunication motivated by the struggle over the fate of Hebrew in

the Yishuv. Based solely on the details included in the novel itself, the historical

context of the ®rst excommunication that I mentioned aboveÐin which an

excommunication had once been written directly upon a dog's skinÐremains

largely opaque, apparently introduced only since it so closely mirrors Yits¶ak's act of

writing on Balak. But its original source has been, like so many other historical

allusions in the novel,⁴⁵ uncovered by earlier research. According to Aaron Bar-

Adon, a social-linguist who has documented Agnon's interest in the revival of

Hebrew, the historical event standing behind this anecdote is the excommunication

of a Rabbi Akiva Yosef Shlezinger, a religious Jew from the old Yishuv who was

excommunicated for advocating a program of national revival that included

employing Hebrew as a spoken language for everyday purposes.⁴⁶ By referring to

this particular episode, Agnon compounds the centrality of Hebrew in the opening

of the Balak plot. In the Shlezinger episode, we encounter a man excommunicated

(in Hebrew) because of his desire to transform Hebrew into a spoken vernacular for

everyday, profane purposes.

According to Bar-Adon, the other two excommunication episodes presented

above also involve the curious convergence of Balak and the controversy over the

revival of Hebrew. Relying on biographical information provided elsewhere in the

novel, Bar-Adon suggests that among the many excommunications that Rav Fayesh

would post and perhaps was posting during his fateful encounter with Balak were
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those targeting the new secular schools in the Yishuv, schools advocating the use of

Hebrew for nonreligious purposes.⁴⁷ Later in the novel, discussion of the vast public

debate over Balak leads directly into a treatment of various ``language wars'' of this

period.⁴⁸ The beginning of the very next section of the chapter, the section in which

excommunications are once again introduced, focuses directly on the ``Hebrew war''

(particularly the debate over employing Hebrew as a vernacular for daily use).

Numerous other such references appear throughout the novel, including an instance

when Balak runs directly past Ben-Yehuda's home.⁴⁹

In light of Temol shilshom's status as a realist historical novel, we should not be

surprised by the attention that Agnon gives to the struggle over Hebrew. The e²ort

to revive Hebrew was a central project of the Zionist movement during this period,

on par with the project of reviving Hebrew labor. The ®nal outcome of this struggle

(the Language War of 1913) would not only reinforce the centrality of secularized

Hebrew for the Zionist movement but would prove to be a watershed for the

nationalist project as a whole.⁵⁰ On the surface, Agnon's references to the struggle

over Hebrew, motivated in part by the great importance of this project during the

Second Aliyah, resemble the nearly countless other historical anecdotes throughout

the text, all of which play a central role in the novel's realism. At the same time, the

clustering of these particular allusions around the Balak plot resonates with,

compounds, and adds new dimensions to the thematization of language and

Hebrew in this strand of the novel. In other words, these speci®c historical allusions

also pull the text into modernist territory by repeatedly o²ering additional evidence

that the Balak plot is fundamentally ``about'' Hebrew.

Agnon's repeated placement of excommunications throughout the Balak plot

signals his thematization of Hebrew, one revolving around the tension between

sacred and profane conceptions of the language. But the particular thrust of Temol

shilshom's commentary on the resolution of this tension through the project of

secularization can only be fully understood by turning to the second decidedly

Hebrew declaration active throughout this section of the narrative. This second

declaration emerges through the parallels between the Balak episode, the Creation

story, and the golem legend.⁵¹ Like excommunications, both the Creation and the

golem story rely on a conception of Hebrew as a sacred language. Yet the power of

this second Hebrew declaration to make the world bend to ®t words derives not
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from any extra-linguistic practice or institution, as is the case with excommunica-

tions, but rather from a mystical, magical power inherent in the language itself. Such

a reading of Balak still interprets Yits¶ak's writing as a declaration, but here the

declaration is part of an exceptional subclass, the supernatural, that does not require

the existence of any ``extra-linguistic institution.''⁵²

According to Ho²man, this concern with the supernatural character of

Hebrew exists elsewhere in Agnon's writings. In her larger project on Agnon,

Between Exile and Return, Ho²man establishes writing and textuality as central

themes and topos of Agnon's ``®ctive universe.''⁵³ Ho²man suggests that Agnon's

fascination with and adoration of the Hebrew sacred text fueled his steady

preoccupation with language in his own writings. Most important to our discussion

here, Ho²man is quick to note that Agnon's devotion to this textual tradition is

driven by the unique ontological status of HebrewÐas a language of truth and

presenceÐin the sacred text:

To enter Agnon's ®ctive universe, one must acknowledge the very cen-

tral place occupied by Torah as the fabric of the world that both

contains Creation and binds God to Israel. At the mythic center of

Agnon's ®ctive universe, Torah constitutes a text of presence where

word and thing join.⁵⁴

Indeed, Agnon explicitly articulates this conception of Hebrew in his ®ction.

Consider the story ``¼ush harea¶'' (Sense of smell), written in 1937, that is, during

the period in which Agnon was working on Temol shilshom. This story, whose plot

comes to describe the magical interface of world and word, opens as follows: ``Not

like all languages is the holy tongue, for all other languages are nothing but

conventional, as nation after nation agreed upon its language, but in the holy tongue

was the Torah given and in it the Holy One Blessed be He created the world.''⁵⁵

While mystical views of Hebrew would become most pronounced during the

medieval period, impetus for viewing the language in this way can be located in the

opening of the biblical text itself. The third verse of the TorahÐ``And God said, Let

there be light: and there was light''Ðis, of course, a declaration. In fact, Searle

quotes this line as an example of a supernatural declaration.⁵⁶ In the ®fth verse,
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language is highlighted again, this time through naming: ``And God called the light

Day and the darkness he called Night.'' The Creation story continues in this

fashion: something is created through language, and then it is named. In the second

chapter, after much of the Creation has already been ®nished, naming is emphasized

once more:

And out of the ground the Lord God formed every beast of the ®eld,

and every bird of the air; and brought them to the man to see what he

would call them: and whatever the man called every living creature, that

was its name. And the man gave names to all cattle, and to the birds of

the air, and to every beast of the ®eld. (2:19±20)⁵⁷

Naming, both through sheer repetition and its proximity to actual creation through

language, becomes an act of great power and signi®cance.⁵⁸ We should take note

when Agnon highlights Yits¶ak's act of naming the dog. The narrative, in the

instant after Yits¶ak paints kelev on the dog, explicitly echoes, however tongue-in-

cheek, the biblical scene of the ®rst man naming animals: ``[Yits¶ak] patted him on

the back and said to him, from now on people [beriyyot] won't mistake you, but will

know that you're a dog. And even you won't forget that you're a dog.''⁵⁹ The reader is

thus alerted to the Creation sceneÐin particular, its focus on the potency of

language and naming.

Of course, mystical views of Hebrew culminate in the kabbalah and occupy a

central position within this theosophy.⁶⁰ Gershom Scholem, in his well-known On

the Kabbalah and Its Symbolism, remarks that a basic idea informing kabbalistic

thinking conceives of the Torah ``as a pre-existential being, which preceded

everything else in the world.''⁶¹ Here this long-standing mystical view of the

Hebrew Torah, in which the language enjoys not merely originary ontological status

but is the very tool of Creation,⁶² tips over into the realm of the magical in

statements such as: ``The letters of the alphabetÐand how much more so those of

the divine name or of the entire Torah . . . have secret magical power.''⁶³

In the golem legend, we ®nd a striking con¯ation of Creation, naming,

Hebrew, and Torah. Several versions of the golem story exist, but all of them, along

with their precursor legends and sources (such as the Sefer yetsirah [Book of
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Creation]), rely on a belief in the magical, creative powers inherent in the Hebrew

language. Accordingly, Scholem notes over and over how the act of creating a golem

``is a repetition of the creation of Adam,''⁶⁴ one that, to quote the Pseudo-Saadia,

creates life ``by virtue of the power inherent in the recitation of the [Hebrew]

letters.''⁶⁵ In virtually all golem legends, particularly the later and better-known

versions, inanimate clay is given life in a ritual involving the writing of the Hebrew

word emet (``truth'') on the creature itself. This obviously echoes the single most

conspicuous aspect of Yits¶ak's initial encounter with Balak: his writing on the dog,

the act that sets in motion everything that follows. Here the narrative unquestion-

ably parallels the golem legend in the way that Yits¶ak's words, written on the

creature, create, or come to create, a new creature. The second main similarity

between the story of Balak and certain versions of the golem can be found in the way

that both Balak and the golem grow out of control (in Balak's case, this is a matter of

growing mad; for the golem, it is actual physical growth) and eventually destroy

their creators. This correspondence to the golem story also o²ers a possible

explanation for why Yits¶ak is eventually killed by Balak, something not accounted

for in the excommunication model. Likewise the golem model explains why Balak

grows insane, rather than merely being cast out of the community, as we might

expect from an excommunication. In these ways, the golem legend complements as

it responds to some of the questions left unanswered by the excommunication

reading, while simultaneously building on the potential of mystical Hebrew as

suggested by the Creation story. The golem model o²ers Agnon the perfect model

for reenacting or even retrieving the mystical, supernatural power of Hebrew in the

Balak plot, as its intertextual echoes encourage an interpretation in which Balak

goes mad because of the power of the Hebrew letters written upon him.

In the introduction to her book on Agnon, Ho²man characterizes his e²orts to

reimagine a world governed by sacred language as instances of wistful yearning:

``There are moments in reading Agnon that suggest a restoration of presence in text

and word. The text evokes the horizon of a golden age that it can only point to, so

that the reader is made to feel loss, while glimpsing a wholeness that cannot be

achieved.''⁶⁶ Yet in the case of Temol shilshom, the ̀ `restoration of presence in text and

word'' evokes not a ̀ `golden age'' but a nightmare.⁶⁷ The tragic outcome of the Balak

plot illustrates, to quote Scholem, that ``golem-making is dangerous; like all major
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creation it endangers the life of the creator. . . . Mistakes in carrying out the

directions do not impair the golem; they destroy its creator.''⁶⁸ Yet Scholem notes

that not all tales of the golem end in such deadly fashion, leaving us to ask what led

Agnon to the morbid resolution of his narrative.

To understand why Agnon may have represented the union of word and world

in Temol shilshom in such macabre fashion, we should go back to the recurring use of

the return of the repressed as the novel's main means for critiquing the Zionist

project. Throughout the narrative, Agnon shows how the Zionists' failure to

reinvent Jewish society is characterized by a reversion to the diasporic lifestyle so

strongly denounced in their ideology: e²orts to ®nd work give way to idle hours at a

cafÂe; religious practice ceases, but later resumes; a return to the Jewish homeland

spawns a longing for home in the Diaspora. In keeping with the historical accuracy

of the novel, Agnon similarly addresses the Second Aliyah's project of reviving and

secularizing Hebrew. Those previous qualities of HebrewÐits religiously moti-

vated ritualized applications and its mystical, magical powerÐwere forsworn and

denied in the name of the project of secularization. Through the Balak plot, Agnon

illustrates once more how the repressed, here unknowingly and against the wishes of

his protagonist, returns. Viewed thusly, Agnon's performance of the return of a

repressed magical Hebrew necessarily forces him to abandon, at least intermittently,

the novel's realist mode, since a supernatural language at work upends notions of

causality.

Agnon's morbid thematization of Hebrew mirrors the skepticism, concern, and

even fear that Scholem expresses in a 1926 letter written to and in honor of the

deeply ill Franz Rosenzweig regarding the secularization of Hebrew. Here Scholem

passionately expresses his doubts that the Zionists, in their project of secularization,

had considered the power of Hebrew, as he warns: ``Fraught with danger is the

Hebrew language!''⁶⁹ Scholem characterizes Hebrew as a language that could turn

against its speakers, invoking, to quote William Cutter, ̀ `the kabbalistic concept that

Hebrew could harbor energies and power in depth not visible to its users.''⁷⁰ In

addition to Agnon's fundamental attachment to a mystical Hebrew, the relevance of

this letter to Temol shilshom derives ®rst from the fact that Scholem's reservationÐ

along with a widespread concern for Hebrew in generalÐwas voiced by others in

the Yishuv throughout the preceding two decades, thus overlapping with the time in
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which Agnon's novel is set.⁷¹ But more particularly, outside of his long relationship

with Scholem, Agnon himself contributed a text to this volume and certainly knew

of Scholem's letter and of the issues he raised in general.

The role of Hebrew in the Balak plotÐwhen read against Scholem's letter in

particular and mystical conceptions of Hebrew in generalÐillustrates a worst-case

scenario for Zionism's project of reviving and secularizing Hebrew. Cutter, in his

reading of the Rosenzweig letter, describes Scholem's fear as a double-edged sword

of sorts: either its users will be caught o² guard by Hebrew's ``deeply embedded

power,'' or the project of secularization will simply destroy ``the names which must

be preserved.''⁷² The Balak plot realizes this nightmare in reverse. In his initial

writing on (and naming of ) Balak, Yits¶ak, simply put, demeans Hebrew: he places

it upon a dirty stray mutt; he writes out of whimsy, without any intention

whatsoever; and what he writes is, to his mind, essentially meaningless. In this

opening scene of the Balak story, Hebrew has not merely been secularized; it has

been profaned. Yet as the story progress, the repressed quality of the once sacred,

magical Hebrew returns with a literal vengeance, climaxing with the now mad dog

destroying the writer whoÐretrospectively, we might sayÐmade the dog mad in

the ®rst place.

Likewise, using the model of the return of the repressed, it is possible to

explain why the creative power of Hebrew is used to bring about, of all possible

conditions, a state of madness in Temol shilshom. The transformation of Hebrew into

a modern, secular vernacular, along with its subsequent territorialization, was

promoted as an important step in the larger Zionist project of Jewish normalization.

So central was this facet of the Zionist project that it took on a synecdochal quality,

expressed in the switch from the term ``Jew'' to ``Hebrew'' in the Yishuv. This

con¯ation of language and national subject intensi®ed the saliency of the normaliza-

tion of the language: the new HebrewÐnot the language, but the national

subjectÐof the Yishuv was constructed to be active, strong, and healthy, the

negative image of the passive, weak, even diseased, stereotypical diasporic Jew.⁷³ If

only indirectly, the sacred character of ``diasporic'' Hebrew became an additional

sign of Jewish abnormality, since Zionism's comprehensive negation of exile

stemmed from a fundamental belief in the abnormalityÐthat is, madnessÐof

diasporic life.⁷⁴ Through Balak, the e²ort to defuse and undoÐindeed, repressÐ
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this abnormality produces precisely the opposite e²ect. In this way, Agnon suggests,

as he takes the con¯ation of language and national subject to an extreme, that the

process of normalization cannot escape the Jews' linguistic abnormality and that

the madness of the recent Jewish pastÐboth crazy and contagiousÐis more than

skin-deep.

Ho²man notes in her reading of both Scholem and Agnon's contributions to

the Rosenzweig volume that Scholem's letter attempts to bridge the gap separating

two languagesÐthe sacred and the profaneÐby ``fashioning a third that translates

one into the other.''⁷⁵ Agnon's strategy, Ho²man contends, stems from his reliance

on the creative space of the literary and, I would add for the sake of precision, the

®ctional. Here Agnon ®nds a way to give ``form to these con¯icts in language,

exploring them without necessarily bringing them to a resolution.''⁷⁶ Temol

shilshom's unmistakable and unresolved inner contradictionsÐits extended, parallel

development of, on the one hand, a wide canvas realist narrative, and on the other, a

complex and multivalent modernist logicÐillustrate the remarkable scale (hun-

dreds of pages, ®fteen years of writing) in which Agnon wrote during the

construction of this novel. Keeping in mind the conceptual no-man's land posi-

tioned between the sacred and the profane, we can begin to understand the intensity

of Agnon's attraction to his imaginary laboratory, a place where he could repeatedly

investigate and de®ne the contours of this impenetrable void. The impulse to do so

must have been unusually acute for Agnon, since among all major Hebrew writers of

the pre-State period, fewÐif anyÐoccupied such a liminal and, I imagine,

precarious position between religious observance and self-expression in a mostly

secularized Hebrew idiom. Not only was Agnon, at least while writing Temol

shilshom, a modernist and a realist; he was also a religious Jew participating in the

formative movement of the mostly secularÐindeed, actively secularizingÐZionist

project: modern Hebrew literature. While Bialik, Berdyczewski, Brenner, and many

other ``founding fathers'' of modern Hebrew letters received a traditional religious

education, all abandoned religious practice, however much their writing consistently

demonstrated knowledge of and engagement with the primary texts of Judaism.

Only Agnon eventually returned to religious observance while, perhaps paradox-

ically, continuing to produce texts within and for a newly secularized Hebrew

reading public.
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Temol shilshom stands out as perhaps Agnon's most ambitious and all-

encompassing experiment ever conducted in his celebrated laboratory of ®ction.

Here he boldly combines his many contradictory religious, nationalist, and literary

a³liations. As each of these associations positions Agnon along distinct points on

three largely disparate axes of identityÐthe spiritual, political, and artistic,

respectivelyÐit is no wonder that the novel de®ed his own prolonged e²orts at

uni®cation. But more telling than this apparent failure is Agnon's refusal to simplify

his project, to defuse the tangle stemming from the radically competing sources of

his identity. Some of these sourcesÐthe modernist and nationalistÐAgnon shared

with other Hebrew writers of this period, most notably Y. H. Brenner. But the

addition of a religious component deepens the already pronounced tension at the

center of other realist-modernist ®ctions, making Agnon's Temol shilshom perhaps

the most extremeÐand, in a sense, instructiveÐexample of this trend in Hebrew

literature.
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